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Introduction 

The focus of this analysis was the outcome of the consultations and mutual cooperation 

among the author of this document and the representatives of the Agency for Community Rights 

Realization in Republic of Macedonia and the Rule of law department at the OSCE Mission. 

Specifically, this analysis is follow up of the session organized by the Agency for Community 

Rights Realization with support from the OSCE Mission in Skopje, held from 28.2.2013 to 

1.3.2013 in Mavrovo, where it was decided that one priority is the need for such analysis. In fact, 

the situation regarding the media and the rights and treatment of ethnic communities with less 

than 20% of the total population in Republic of Macedonia in media reporting was set as one of 

the main topics by the participants at the event regarding the participatory forum in 2013. The 

topic of analysis and the respective conclusions and recommendations were subject of discussion 

at the participatory forum that was organized by the Agency on 20 June 2013 in Skopje.     

 

This analysis aims to provide explanation about the situation in this sphere, along with an 

overview of international instruments regarding the rights of ethnic communities in media, 

overview of the legislation in Republic of Macedonia, as well as general picture about the media 

of non-majority communities in the country. Furthermore, the analysis aims to specifically 

present the situation and problems regarding the media of ethnic communities, as well as the 

journalistic reporting about the ethnic communities in the country. In order to obtain a clear 

picture, general overview is provided regarding the situation of media in Albanian
1
, Turkish, 

Roma, Vlah, Serbian and Boshnjak language, and brief overview of  media rights of the ethnic 

communities which are not explicitly mentioned  in the preamble of the Constitution. The 

concluding observations and recommendations regarding the improvement and promotion of the 

situation in the media sphere are given based on the analysis and situational overview.  

 

From methodological aspect, the process of drafting the Analysis implied a detailed 

elaboration of surveys, events, projects and activities carried out to date regarding the media of 

the communities in Republic of Macedonia and the reporting about the ethnic communities. 

Desk-review was also conducted about the same matters (through collection of data, information, 

documents, reports, European practices, positive examples from other countries, regulation etc.). 

In order to ensure more realistic reflection on the situation in the media, semi-structured 

                                                           
1
 The preparation of the general overview of the non-majority communities media took into consideration the media 

in Albanian language, in order to ensure cooperation with the status of media in languages of less numerous ethnic 

communities in the country.   
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interviews were prepared and conducted with the representatives of the civil sector – members of 

ethnic communities in Republic of Macedonia, as well as representatives of the coordination 

body for the MEDIANE program (Media in Europe for Diversity Inclusiveness and Anti-

discrimination) of the Council of Europe and European Union, whose member is also the author 

of the analysis. Interviews were conducted in the period between May and June 2013. Although 

the analysis does not provide answers to all the questions in this sphere, yet it indicates where 

problems can be identified, as well as where to look for certain answers about the problems.   

 

 

Rights of ethnic communities in the media – international 

instruments2
 

The existing standards about the rights of national minorities
3
 in one society are 

constituent part of the human rights concept. Accordingly, every analysis about the realization of 

the ethnic communities rights must take into consideration the realization of the wide corpus of 

human rights in a specific society, in particular the following: right to equality and freedom from 

any type of discrimination, right to freedom of expression, freedom of association and assembly, 

as well as other rights of the members of national minorities.    

  The ultimate goal of all human rights is the complete and free development of the 

potential of each individual in the society, under conditions of complete equality. The concept of 

open and free civil society assumes the integration of all individuals, including the members of 

national and linguistic minorities. The right to communication in one’s own language, both in 

private and public life has fundamental importance for the members of the national minorities so 

that they can freely develop as human beings.  

In different ways and in different contexts, international instruments on human rights 

guarantee the linguistic rights, right to freedom of expression and other rights of the members of 

national minorities. On one hand, language is the personal characteristic of individuals related to 

their identity. On the other hand, language and free expression and communication enable the 

                                                           
2
 The Analysis further provided short overview of the most important international instruments that regulate the 

rights of national minorities in the sphere of media. Some of these instruments are signed and ratified by Republic of 

Macedonia, while part of them do not have legally binding character, and some of them are part of the system of 

international standards for human rights and freedoms.  
3
 In this document, the term “national minorities“ is used in the context of the international law. All parts of the text 

that refer to the situation in Republic of Macedonia shall use the phrases “ethnic communities“ or “non-majority 

communities“, given the constitutional amendments adopted in Republic of Macedonia on the basis of the Ohrid 

Framework Agreement. 
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individual to realize himself/herself as member of certain social organization or community, 

which is crucial for the functioning of a democratic society, and thereby becomes a matter of 

public interest in many situations.   

All international standards specify that human rights are universal and they must be 

applied equally to all without discrimination. Only small number of situations are stipulated 

when the state is allowed to impose limitations: when individual rights and freedoms are 

endangered or in situations when the public health, security and other fundamental values of the 

democratic society are endangered. The international law interprets those allowed limitations in a 

very restrictive manner.  

  In a democratic society that strives towards respect for human rights of every individual, 

these matters must be fully regulated in the legislation and be subject of meaningful public 

policy. The failure to balance the realization of human rights in multicultural societies may 

become source of interethnic tensions. 

Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
4
 that refers to the respect for the 

dignity of all human beings is a fundamental concept which serves as a base of all international 

standards for human rights and freedoms. Article 1 of the Declaration stipulates that “all human 

beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights...“. This Article is the foundation on which 

the linguistic rights of the members of national minorities are set. The right to dignity of every 

individual also implies the right for respect of his/her identity, while one of the essential aspects 

of the identity is the language spoken by an individual. Accordingly, the respect for linguistic 

rights of the individuals that live in a society is indivisible from the respect of their fundamental 

right to dignity as human beings.   

Article 2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
5
 requires the state 

signatories of this Covenant to ensure the respect for human rights of all individuals who live on 

their territory and under their legal competence „...regardless of any differences, in particular the 

race, skin color, sex, language, creed, political or any other belief, national or social origin, 

property status, birth or any other status“. Article 19 of this Covenant guarantees the freedom to 

expression to all individuals, which not only guarantees the right to impart and receive 

information and ideas regardless of the borders, but also guarantees the right to do so through 

media and in language upon their choice. It is worth noting that the right to impart and receive 

information does not refer only to the media, but also to the direct communication among 

individuals- members of a community. Thus, Articles 21 and 22 of the same document guarantee 

                                                           
4 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/  
5 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx  

http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx
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the freedom to peaceful association and assembly of the members of a community. Then, Article 

27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is important provision which is the 

direct foundation of the linguistic rights of national minorities. The provision stipulates that 

“individuals that belong to the minorities cannot be denied the right, in a community with other 

members of their group, to use their own language“. The International Covenant was ratified by 

Republic of Macedonia on 18 January 1994.  

Article 2(1) of the United Nations Declaration on the Persons Belonging to National, 

Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities
6
, guarantees the right “to use their language, both in 

the private and public life, freely and without interference or any form of discrimination“.                      

Another very important document is the European Convention on Protection of Human 

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
7
. The right to freedom of expression set forth in Article 10 of 

the Convention, in connection with Article 14 of the same document, must be ensured by every 

state „... without discrimination, on any of the grounds such as sex, race, skin color, language, 

creed, political or any other affiliation, national or social origin...“.  By referring to the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights and the European Convention on Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms, the Council of Europe in the Declaration of Freedom of Expression and 

Information from 1982
8
, underlines that “freedom of expression and information is indispensable 

for the social, economic, cultural and political development of every human being and serves as 

a precondition for harmonic progress of the social and cultural groups, nations and international 

community“. This is closely related to the freedom for peaceful assembly and association, which 

is guaranteed by Article 11 of the European Convention for Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms.   

The same fundamental standards about the freedom of expression, assembly and 

association are set forth in the OSCE Copenhagen Document adopted in 1990
9
. The OSCE 

Copenhagen Document, among others, also specifies the rights of the members of national 

minorities “to establish and maintain their own educational, cultural and religious institutions, 

organizations and associations...“ Although the media are not explicitly stated in this standard, it 

is understood that they belong in the institutions that have crucial role for the preservation and 

promotion of the linguistic and cultural identity of the members of national minorities. In the 

                                                           
6
 UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities proclaims, 

http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/47/a47r135.htm  
7
 Republic of Macedonia ratified this Convention in 1997 (“Official Gazette of Republic of Macedonia“ number 

11/1997), whereby it became a constituent part of the national legislation. 
8
 Dеclaration on the freedom of expression and information (Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 29 April 1982, at its 70th 

Session), http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/media/doc/CM/Dec%281982%29FreedomExpr_en.asp#TopOfPage  
9 Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension, http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/14304  

http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/47/a47r135.htm
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/standardsetting/media/doc/CM/Dec%281982%29FreedomExpr_en.asp#TopOfPage
http://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/14304
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Charter of Paris for new Europe
10

, adopted in Paris in 1990, the heads of states and government 

of the OSCE participating states pointed out that „...without discrimination, every individual has 

right to freedom of expression, freedom of association and peaceful assembly...“.   

In Article 10(1) of the Council of Europe Framework Convention for Protection of 

National Minorities 
11

 it is specified that member states are obligated to recognize the right of the 

members of national minorities  “to use their minority language, freely and without interference, 

both in the private and public life, verbally and in written“. Republic of Macedonia signed this 

Convention on 25 July 1996, and ratified it on 10 April 1997.  

The right to use the language “both in private and public life“ is also related to the right  

of the members of national minorities to be educated in their language. These matters are 

specified in details in the Hague Recommendations Regarding the Educational Rights of 

National Minorities, adopted by OSCE in 1996. The recommendations were drafted in order to 

achieve better understanding of the international instruments that refer to the rights of members 

of national minorities which are of major importance for preservation and development of their 

cultural identity.     

Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which guarantees 

the right to possess an opinion, as well as the right to express the opinion, is the basic starting 

point that defines the role and place of media in a democratic society. On one hand, paragraph 1 

guarantees that “everyone has right to opinion...“, while paragraph 2, guarantees that everyone 

has freedom to “request, receive and impart information and ideas of any type, regardless of the 

guarantees, verbally or in written, in artistic form, or any media upon their choice“.  

Article 10 of the European Convention for Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms similarly guarantees the freedom to expression and the exceptions when that freedom 

can be limited. Member-states of the Council of Europe also affirm their firm dedication to the 

“principles of freedom of expression and information as basic element of the democratic and 

pluralistic society“in Article 1 of the Declaration for Freedom of Expression and Information 

from 1982.  In the same document, member-states of the Council of Europe stated that “in the 

field of information and mass media they insist to achieve... (d.) Existence of variety of diverse 

independent and autonomous media, which enables to reflect the diversity of ideas and 

opinions“.     

                                                           
10 Charter of Paris for a New Europe , http://www.osce.org/mc/39516  
11

 Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, 

http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/minorities/1_AtGlance/PDF_Text_FCNM_mk.pdf  

http://www.osce.org/mc/39516
http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/minorities/1_AtGlance/PDF_Text_FCNM_mk.pdf
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Article 9(1) of the Council of Europe Framework Convention for Protection of the 

National Minorities stipulates that the members of national minorities are free to “to have an 

opinion and to receive and impart information and ideas in the minority language, without 

interference of the public authorities and regardless of the borders...“ Thus, according to this 

document, the states are obligated “to provide, in the framework of their legal systems, that the 

persons who belong to the national minorities, are not discriminated against their access to 

media“. In Article 9 of the Convention it is also stated that the states “shall not prevent the 

establishment and use of printed media of the members of national minorities“, as well as that 

“in the legal framework on radio and television, shall provide as much as possible... that the 

members of the national minorities are guaranteed the possibility to establish and use their own 

media“.   

Although the members of national minorities have the right to establish their own private 

media, it is a fact that according to the international documents, this right partially can be limited 

by the state. In Article 9 of the Framework Convention this is clearly emphasized, in the sense 

that due to the natural limitation of the frequency spectrum, the state (independent regulator) 

awards the licenses for radio and television to the members of national minorities. The criteria 

for awarding licenses must be objective and non-discriminatory, in order not to undermine the 

right of the members of national minorities to establish radio or television stations.      

Another important issue is the access of the national minorities to the public media. 

Article 9(1) of the Framework Convention, sets forth that the freedom of expression of the 

members of national minorities implies the freedom of spreading information and ideas in the 

minority language, without interference of the public authorities, and that means that “the 

members of the minorities shall not be discriminated against in the access to the media“. Article 

9(4) of the Convention, sets forth that the states are also obligated to take “adequate measures in 

order to alleviate the access to the media for the members of the national minorities“. This 

implies that a national minority which has significant number of members must be provided 

access to adequate number of hours on the public radio and the public television. However, the 

size of the national minority should not be the only criterion when one is deciding about the 

scope of the program of the public radio and television broadcaster. In the case of ethnic 

communities, which are less numerous, the minimal time and resources must be provided 

without which the public broadcaster would not be able to realize its program. In addition, it is 

important that one takes care that the program contains all the components and it is a quality 

program in order to satisfy the needs and requests of the concrete ethnic community.   
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Another important aspect is the quality of the contents of the national minorities’ media. 

In an open and democratic society, the content which is broadcast in the media may not be 

influenced by the public authorities. The freedom of expression, as it is guaranteed with Article 

19 of the International Covenant for Civil and International Rights and with Article 10 of the 

European Convention for Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, implies that 

any limitation which may be imposed by any institution of the government, must be “written by 

law“ and  be “indispensable in the democratic society“, in order to protect: (а) the rights and 

reputation of others; (b) the safety or public order, or the public health and morale.    

The state should ensure that public radio and television programs, which are prepared and 

aimed for the members of the national minorities, reflect their interests and needs and they 

should perceive them as independent. In accordance with the principle of equality and non-

discrimination, according to Article 15 of the Framework Convention, the members of the 

national minorities should be adequately represented also in the editor’s offices in public media. 

This may ensure more comprehensive and fair representation of the national minorities and 

enhanced objectivity in the media reporting.              

                  

Overview of the regulation in RM 

 

The recognition of media rights of ethnic communities that live in Republic of 

Macedonia relies on the provisions from Article 16 of the Constitution of Republic of 

Macedonia. More specifically, Article 16 guarantees the freedom of expression, freedom of 

speech, public appearance and public outreach as well as free establishment of the institutions for 

public information. Also, it guarantees the free access to information, freedom to impart and 

receive information. In 2001, after the signing of the Ohrid Framework Agreement, under the 

constitutional amendments, Article 48 of the Constitution was also changed and amended, which 

guarantees the members of the communities the right to freedom of expression, cultivation and 

development of their identity and the characteristics of their communities as well as use of the 

symbols of their community. This article guarantees the protection of the ethnic, cultural, 

linguistic and religious identity of all communities, as well as the right to establish cultural, 

artistic, educational institutions, scientific and other associations for the purpose of expression, 

cultivation and development of their identity.  
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 For the first time, the rights of the ethnic communities in the media
12

, were legally 

guaranteed in the Law on Broadcasting Activity from 1997. According to this law, the 

Macedonian Radio Television is obligated to broadcast programs besides in Macedonian 

language, also in the languages of the non-majority communities (Article 45). In the period when 

this law was being adopted, there were also public radio stations on local level on the territories 

with significant number of members from the ethnic communities. Also, they have the obligation 

to broadcast programs in the languages of the ethnic communities that live in particular areas.
13

 

According to this law, the first licenses for radio and televisions in private ownership were 

awarded, which broadcast programs in the languages of ethnic communities. The first wording of 

the law contained some kind of financial stimulation about the media of ethnic communities 

aimed to encourage new production of radio and TV programs in Macedonian language and the 

languages of ethnic communities. According to the documents and reports of the Broadcasting 

Council, this measure contributed in a period of several years that significant fund of new radio 

and television production was created, which would enrich the linguistic and genre diversity of 

media.    

 The new Law on Broadcasting Activity from 2005, reaffirmed and expanded the 

guaranteed rights of  ethnic communities. The general provisions stipulate that the purpose of the 

law is to ensure: „... freedom of expression in the broadcasting activity ..., protection of the 

interests of users, encouragement, promotion and protection of the cultural identity, educational 

and scientific development, stimulation of the creativity, language and traditions...“ (Article 2). 

The principles on which the programs are based (Article 68), also include the following: 

stimulating the spirit of tolerance, mutual respect and understanding among the individuals from 

different ethnic and cultural origin, openness of the programs for expression of different cultures 

which are constituent part of the society, preservation and cultivation of the national identity, 

linguistic culture and domestic creations etc.  

The right to broadcasting programs in the languages of different communities is specified 

by Article 82 of the current Law: “Broadcasters broadcast the program in Macedonian language 

and in the cases when the program is aimed for the non-majority community, in the language of 

that community“. The linguistic originality is also protected through the general obligation for 

subtitles of the programs (Article 83), for translation of advertisements and teleshopping spots 

                                                           
12 Since 1991 onwards, in Republic of Macedonia there was no law on printed media.   
13 These public radios are in accordance with the Law on Broadcasting Activity from 2005 and had the obligation to be 

transformed; however, most of these radios were closed due to the unsuccessful privatization procedure.   
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(Article 104) and for the announcement of programs in foreign languages which are not 

translated (Article 83).  

The linguistic specificity and the cultural identity of the ethnic communities are largely 

cultivated by the Macedonian radio television, and therefore it has the biggest legal obligations. 

The Macedonian radio television is obligated to produce and broadcast programs of public 

interest which reflect the societal and cultural pluralism in the state, and which consist of 

informative, cultural, educational, scientific, sporting and entertaining contents (Article 120). 

Then, in order to fulfill its public function, the Macedonian radio television is obligated to: 

develop and plan the program scheme in the interest of the general public and to produce and 

broadcast programs for all segments of the society without discrimination, thus taking into 

consideration the specific social groups; to take care that the programs reflect the  different ideas, 

to cultivate the cultural identity of the communities, to respect the cultural and religious 

differences and to stimulate culture of public dialogue, in order to strengthen the mutual 

understanding and tolerance in the function of improving the relations among the communities in 

multicultural and multiethnic environment; to cultivate and develop the spoken and linguistic 

standards of all communities in Republic of Macedonia (Article 121). To that end, the public 

broadcaster is obligated to broadcast one program service on television and one on radio, in the 

languages of ethnic communities (Article 117). Furthermore, the programs of the Macedonian 

radio television must satisfy other requirements which are important for the cultivation of the 

cultural identity of ethnic communities: must broadcast at least 40 percent program which is 

genuinely produced in the languages of the non-majority communities, i.e. at least 45 percent 

vocal-instrumental music in those languages (Article 124). Despite all this, the Macedonian radio 

television is obligated to broadcast also a satellite program, in order to inform the members of 

the ethnic communities from the diaspora about the most important events in the country. 

Private televisions and radios, which have license for program aimed for the members of 

some community, are obligated that the program is fully broadcast in the language of that 

community (Article 82). Also, they have obligations regarding the cultivation of the linguistic 

and cultural identity: obligated to broadcast at least 30 percent program which is originally 

produced in the language of the ethnic community and at least 30 percent vocal-instrumental 

music in that language (Article 74).  

The regulatory body, according to the current Law, is obligated to stimulate the pluralism 

and diversity of contents in the media. In Article 21, it is stated that the Broadcasting Council „... 

takes care to ensure the freedom and pluralism in expression, about the existence of diverse, 

independent and autonomous media, and for protection of the interests of the citizens in the 
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broadcasting activity“. Before the announcement of the call for new licenses, the Council is 

obligated to conduct a research about the needs of the audience and to make consultations with 

the interested parties (Article 45). On the other hand, when the quality of the submitted 

applications is evaluated, the Council is obligated to take into consideration the following: „... 

the genre and thematic diversity of programs, percentage of share of programs which are 

originally produced in Macedonian language or in the languages of the non-majority ethnic 

communities..., the coverage of programs that treat events and happenings which are of 

importance for the area where the program will be broadcast..., coverage of programs that 

stimulate the development and preservation of the national culture..., as well as other offered 

conditions that contribute to ...  the more quality realization of the right to information, i.e. the 

needs of the audience in the respective area“ (Article 51).  

 

General overview of the non-majority communities media  

 

The Macedonian radio television broadcasts programs in the languages of ethnic 

communities on one television and one radio program service. On the Мacedonian television, the 

programs in the languages of non-majority communities are broadcast on the second channel: 98 

hours program is broadcast in Albanian language weekly, 16, 5 hours program in Turkish 

language on weekly basis, and 2 hours program in Roma, Serbian, Vlah and Bosnian language.  

119 hours of program in Albanian language, 35 hours program in Turkish language and 3,5 

hours program in Vlah, Bosnian and Serbian language is broadcast on the Macedonian radio on 

weekly basis.  

In May 2013, in the private broadcasting sector there were total of 66 television stations 

and 80 radio stations. Among them, 20 television stations and 17 radios broadcast program in the 

languages of the ethnic communities. 

 

TV  Language in which the program 

is broadcast 

Area 

TV Alsat -М Albanian and Macedonian National 

TV Еra Albanian Skopje  

BTR television Roma and Macedonian Skopje  

TV Sutel Roma and Macedonian Skopje  

TV Еdo Boshnjak  Skopje  
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TV „Due“ Albanian Gostivar 

TV „GTV“  Albanian Gostivar 

TV „Cegrani Media” Albanian, Turkish and 

Macedonian  

Gostivar 

TV „Gurra“ Albanian Kicevo 

TV „Uskana“ Albanian Kicevo 

TV „Festa“  Albanian Kumanovo 

TV „Hana“ Albanian Kumanovo 

TV „Art Kanal“ Albanian Struga 

TV „Kaltrina“ Albanian and Macedonian Struga 

TV „Art“  Albanian Tetovo 

TV „Koha“  Albanian Tetovo 

TV „Super sky“ Albanian Tetovo 

TV „Lazani“ Boshnjak, Albanian and 

Macedonian  

Dolneni, Prilep 

TV „Kanal tri“ Turkish, Albanian and 

Macedonian 

Centar Zupa 

TV „Dibra“ Albanian Debar 

Overview of trading broadcasting companies that broadcast television program in the 

languages of ethnic communities
14

 

 

Radio Language in which the program 

is broadcast 

Area 

Aracina Albanian Skopje   

Vat Albanian Skopje  

PRO-FM Albanian Gostivar 

Merlin Albanian Debar 

Uskana Albanian Kicevo 

Jehona Albanian Kumanovo 

Aljbana Albanian Kumanovo 

МХ Macedonian, Serbian and Croatian Ohrid 

Besa Albanian and Macedonian Prilep, village Crniliste and    

Dolneni 

Ternipe Roma and Macedonian Prilep 

Mis 2008 Turkish and Macedonian  Plasnica 

Rapi Albanian Struga 

Energy Albanian Struga 

                                                           
14  Source: Broadcasting Council, May  2013,  

http://www.srd.org.mk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=702&Itemid=342&lang=mk  

http://www.srd.org.mk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=702&Itemid=342&lang=mk
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Bleta Albanian Tetovo 

Fama Albanian Tetovo 

Fokus Albanian, Turkish and Macedonian Tetovo 

Angels Roma and Macedonian language Stip 

Overview of trading broadcasting companies that broadcast radio program in the languages 

of non-majority communities
15

 

 

In the sector of printed media, four daily newspapers were published in Albanian 

language in May 2013: „Koha“, „Fakti“, „Zurnal“ and „Lajm“. Edition in Albanian language is 

also issued by the weekly magazine „Тea Moderna“. Among the printed issues in the languages 

of the smaller communities, the following weeklies are published in Turkish language: “Zaman“ 

and “Јeni Balkan“.   

In the last years, there are also online portals that publish contents in the languages of the 

ethnic communities. Most of them are in Albanian language, but only parts of them have editor’s 

offices in Macedonia. Still, there are no online media that have editor’s offices in Macedonia and 

publish contents in the languages of the other ethnic communities.  

The state news agency MIA publishes its contents also in Albanian language, however, 

not in the languages of non-majority communities. Among the private entities, there is one 

private news agency in Albanian language (INA - Iliria News Agency).  

 

Media of ethnic communities – situation and problems 

 

This part of the analysis shows the statistical indicators about the number and geographic 

distribution of the members of different ethnic communities on the territory of Republic of 

Macedonia, and then it presents the media that publish contents in the languages of those 

communities. In the items that refer to different ethnic communities, the statistical indicators 

below also illustrate the current situation regarding the manner of media reporting for each of the 

communities, which were stated by the representatives of the citizen associations during the 

interviews conducted as part of this analysis. The material also includes other findings from 

other analyses and research that were conducted by relevant research or media organizations in 

Republic of Macedonia.    

                                                           
15

 Source: Broadcasting Council, May 2013,  

http://www.srd.org.mk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=703&Itemid=343&lang=mk  

http://www.srd.org.mk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=703&Itemid=343&lang=mk
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According to the data from the last statistical census of the population from 2002,  there 

were total of 2.022.547 citizens
16

 in Republic of Macedonia, whereby 1.297 981 citizens 

declared as Macedonians, 509.083 as Albanians, 77.959 as Turks, 53.879 as Roma, 9.695 as 

Vlah, 35.939 as Serbs, 17.018 as Boshnjaks, and  20.993 citizens as members of other ethnic 

communities. 

a) Media in Albanian language 

 

From the total of 509.083 Albanians, the biggest number live in Tetovo and the 

surrounding municipalities
17

 (167.158), then in Skopje and the surrounding municipalities
18

 

(132.335), Gostivar (54.038), Kumanovo with Lipkovo (53.620), Kicevo with Zajas and Oslomej 

(30.762), Struga (36.029) and Debar (11.348).  

From the indicators about the number of media that publish contents in Albanian 

language, which are presented in the previous item, it seems that the needs and requirements of 

the Albanian ethnic community in Macedonia regarding the media are largely fulfilled.  On the 

programs of the public broadcaster, the biggest number of hours of program is broadcast in the 

language of this community. For instance, on the second channel of the Macedonian television, 

about 14 hours  program is broadcast on daily basis or total of 98 hours on weekly basis, in two 

periods: from 07:00 to 14:30 hrs and from 18:30 to late evening hours. “This scope of program 

in Albanian language enables it to have the form of public broadcaster, i.e. to broadcast different 

genre contents about different audiences and to broadcast news and debates on regular basis“.
19

 

This is the biggest editor’s office in the languages of the non-majority communities as part of the 

public broadcaster as well as according to the number of staff (about 32 journalists and editors 

and 40 technical and administrative staff). Both the scope of the program and the human and 

technical resources enable the editor’s office to fulfill the functions of the public broadcaster for 

the Albanian ethnic community to a great extent. Short flash news are broadcast in the morning 

hours on everyday basis as well as one main daily informative program of half an hour that starts 

at 18:30 hrs. The other program blocks broadcast documentary, entertaining, children’s and other 

programs in Albanian language. Similar conclusions may be reached also for the program in 

                                                           
16 See more details in the publication of the Statistical Bureau (page.34). Available at: 

http://www.stat.gov.mk/Publikacii/knigaXIII.pdf  
17 Vrapciste, Bogovinje, Brvenica, Zelino, Tearce and Jegunovce.  
18 Aracinovo, Studenicani, Petrovec, Sopiste and Cucer Sandevo. 
19 Micevski I., Trpevska, S. and Trajkovska Z. (2013) Reporting in parallel worlds: The media of ethnic communities in 

Macedonia , Skopje: High school of journalism and public relations. 

http://www.stat.gov.mk/Publikacii/knigaXIII.pdf
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Albanian language on the Macedonian radio, where 19 hours of program are broadcast on 

weekly level.   

The Albanian ethnic community in Macedonia has the possibility to receive information 

and contents also from the numerous private media on national, regional and local level in the 

areas where Albanians live in Macedonia: television on national level TV „Аlsat М“, TV „Еra“, 

Radio „Vati“, and Radio „Аracina“ (Skopje), TV„ Аrt“, TV „Кoha“, TV „Super Sky”, Radio 

“Bleta“, Radio “Fama“ and Radio “Focus“ (Tetovo), TV “Due“,TV “G“, TV “Zeri I 

Cegranin“ and Radio Pro-FM“ (Gostivar), TV “Festa“, TV “Hana“, Radio “Jehona“ and 

Radio “Aljbana“ (Kumanovo), TV “Gura“, TV “Uskana“ and Radio “Uskana“ (Kicevo), TV 

“Kaltrina“, TV “Аrt Kanal“, Radio “Rapi“ and Radio “Energy“ (Struga), TV “Dibra“ and 

Radio “Merlin“ (Debar) etc. The comparison of the geographic distribution of the population 

with the indicators about the number of media, shows that there is not a single area where 

Albanians live which is not covered by program of any of the private broadcaster. 

   

b. Media in Turkish language 

 

Total of 77.959 citizens of Republic of Macedonia declared themselves as Turks at the 

2002 census. Turks live in many populated places throughout the country, however, they are 

most represented in Skopje and the surrounding area (12.198), then in Gostivar (7.991), Centar 

Zupa (5.226), Plasnica (4.446), Radovis (4.061), Struga (3.628), Debar (2.684), Mavrovo and 

Rostuse (2.680), Dolneni, Prilep (2.597), Kicevo (2.430) etc.  

If one compares the demographic indicators with the number of media in Turkish 

language, one can conclude that the needs and requests of the Turkish community about 

informative and other contents that affect them indirectly are not completely fulfilled. The 

community of Turks receives information and other contents in its own language mainly from 

the Macedonian radio television, because there are no private televisions or radios in Turkish 

language on national level or the territory of Skopje where the biggest number of Turks live.
20

 

The majority of the Turkish population in the small populated places throughout Macedonia 

cannot be informed in their language which would satisfy their informative and cultural needs.   

                                                           
20

 Only two private local televisions reported certain percentage of program in Turkish language (in addition to 

Albanian and Macedonian): ТV “Zeri I Cegranit“ in the village Cegrane, Gostivar and ТV„Kanal 3“ in Centar 

Zupa. Radio “Mis 2008“ in the village Plasnica broadcasts program in Turkish language, while the Radio “Focus“ 

from Tetovo, besides in Macedonian also broadcasts program in Turkish language. 
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The programs broadcast by the public broadcaster are not on the desired level, both with 

regard to the scope or quality. The Macedonian radio television broadcasts about 2, 5 hours on 

daily basis, in the period from 15:30 to 18:00 hrs: short news from 5 to 10 minutes and central 

news that last from 20 to 30 minutes. The editor’s office employs 12 journalists, i.e. this is the 

second biggest editor’s office of the communities in the framework of the public broadcaster, 

however, this is not sufficient for preparation and broadcasting a quality program on everyday 

basis. From previously conducted research, one can notice that “the editor’s office does not have 

enough journalists or they are not trained adequately... (and) that the quality of journalistic 

contents may be better and more oriented towards the civic topics“.
21

 The Turkish editor’s office, 

as well as other smaller editor’s offices of the public broadcaster, face problems regarding the 

technical capacities. “For instance, the problem refers to the transportation of the journalists to 

and from the place of events, the access to computer, Internet etc., ... there is need for trainings 

on the multiethnic approach in reporting, however ... it is most important to learn what is good 

journalism”.
22

  

The problem related to the lack of technical capacities and the inadequate distribution in 

the public broadcaster is also confirmed by the Turkish ethnic community. “The work is first 

completed by the editor’s office in Macedonian language, then the editor’s office in Albanian 

language, and if time is left by the Turkish editor’s office...“
23

 On the other hand,  unlike the 

interest of the Turkish editor’s office to report about topics that affect this ethnic community, 

bigger media show disinterest to cover these matters. One can notice that only if something 

unusual has happened that some media would show interest to report about matters that affect the 

Turkish community. „...Or, if there is a problem between Macedonians and Albanians, some 

conflict...they would ask us which side we take“.
24

 The problem also refers to the linguistic 

barriers, i.e. the program in Turkish language cannot be followed by the members of other ethnic 

communities that do not know the language. Accordingly, one can conclude that it is 

indispensable to provide translation of the programs, i.e. topics which are covered by the Turkish 

editor’s office.   

 

                                                           
21

 Micevski I., Trpevska, S. and Trajkovska Z. (2013) Reporting in parallel worlds: The media of ethnic communities in 

Macedonia, Skopje: High school of journalism and public relations. 

 
22

 Ibidem. 
23

 Quotation from the interview with Eran Hasipi, Association of Turkish journalists in Republic of Macedonia, 

realized on 11 June 2013.  
24

 Ibidem  
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c. Media in Roma language 

 

The total number of Roma at the last 2002 census was 53.879 citizens.  Roma population 

is spread throughout Macedonia, however, Roma are most concentrated in Skopje (23.903), 

Prilep (4.443), Kumanovo (4.256), Tetovo (2.357) and in Stip (2.195). Programs in Roma 

language are also broadcast on the Macedonian television and Macedonian radio (two hours 

weekly), and Macedonia is one of the first countries that awarded licenses to private television 

and radio stations to broadcast programs in Roma language. Currently,  there are two regional 

private television stations from Skopje – TV „BTR“ and TV „Sutel“ and two local radios – Radio 

“Ternipe“ from Prilep and Radio “Angels“ from Stip.  

The program in Roma language on the Macedonian television, which is introduced since 

1991, lasts only half an hour daily, and is broadcast three times a week (Tuesday, Thursday and 

Saturday). The program “Bjandipe“does not have a permanent program structure, does not have 

regular news and one cannot know when information or other programs are broadcast. This is 

due to the reasons that the editor’s office is faced with lack of staff (there are two employees) 

and technical resources to fulfill the obligations. Therefore, the regular production of news or 

other programs is impossible. During the three half-hour terms during the week, informative 

programs are broadcast only once a week which are few and mainly inform about the regular 

activities of the authorities. Despite the absence of own program, in 2012, in this term of 

“Bjandipe“,  informative program was broadcast by the commercial broadcaster. “This situation 

... may be interpreted as message that the majority community (or the state), through the public 

broadcaster, conveys to the Roma citizens – that it does not take serious care about them, that it 

does not value their culture through adequate reporting in Roma language and finally that it does 

not take care about their inclusion in the society“.
25

     

In Kumanovo and Tetovo there are no private media in Roma language, and it is 

questionable whether the two radio stations on the territory of Stip and Prilep can satisfy the 

Roma needs for information, in particular, given the fact that they mostly broadcast music 

programs. The two television stations in Roma language on the territory of Skopje for many 

years in the past are faced with the lack of financial resources and therefore cannot broadcast 

quality and diverse programs. Accordingly, one can say that both the public broadcaster and the 

private media in Roma language, due to different reasons, fail to meet the needs of the Roma 

community in the media. 

                                                           
25

 Ibidem. 
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Currently, no printed media in Roma language exist in Republic of Macedonia. There 

was an attempt for publishing the daily newspaper (“Roma Times“) however, due to financial 

problems, it ceased its work in 2008. Several private radios in Roma language, also,  gave up the 

license due to inability to stand the market pressure.  Only one person is employed in the editor’s 

office in Roma language at the Macedonian radio.  

The reporting policy of the program in Roma language on the Macedonian television is 

considered as unchanged since the 90-ies of the past century. There is lack of documentary 

programs and other educational programs. “There was a period when the program in Roma 

language on the Macedonian television broadcast only music, which makes it unattractive“.
26

 On 

the other hand, it is believed that the editors are under pressure and divided between the need to 

satisfy the interest of the media owner (if it is private media) or the interests of politics and the 

interest of the general public.   

On the other hand, there is dissatisfaction regarding the manner in which Roma 

community is represented in the national media, in general. The reporting, according to the civil 

sector assessment, is most often stereotypical, while the events are “colored“with politics and 

there is lack of essential information. “If somebody committed an offense, the person is not 

named by initials, but by saying that s/he is representative of the Roma community. Does it have 

to be stated that the person is Roma?“
27 Often, the reporting about topics that affect the Roma 

community is avoided, and information is provided when there are no attractive events to be 

covered on daily basis. Even in the mixed editorial teams, everyone reports about his/her own 

community, and the editors have the decision-making power. Roma, use the social media as an 

alternative to publish and exchange information that affects the community.  

The representatives of the non-governmental sector recommend that the Macedonian-

radio television or the commercial media should introduce a special program with 

representatives from the civil sector that would represent all ethnic communities. “There is also 

need for programs in which discussions are held about the ethnic communities, to see all cultures 

and traditions“.
28

   

 

d. Мedia in Vlah language 

                                                           
26

 Quotation from the interview with the president of the citizen association INSOC Semet Skenderi, realized on 6 

June 2013. 
27

 Quotation from the interview with the president of the citizen association Drom, Ahmet Jasarovski, realized on 21 

August 2013.  
28

 Ibidem  
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The Vlah community is mostly populated in Skopje (2.557), then in Stip (2.074), Bitola 

(1.270), Krusevo (1.020) etc.  Programs in Vlah language are broadcast only on the Macedonian 

television and Macedonian radio (two hours a week). There are no private media in Republic of 

Macedonia which stated that they broadcast radio or television program in Vlah language or 

daily or weekly newspaper is published in Vlah language.   

The program in Vlah language on the Macedonian television is broadcast in a pastiche 

block of programs entitled “Iskra“ (Scanpeo). The program lasts for half an hour, and is 

broadcast on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. There is no regularly planned structure, and the 

broadcasting usually refers to music, programs related to celebration of holidays or other 

important events for Vlahs, or quest speakers in the studio. The editor’s office consists of three 

employees which indicates to poor potential to perform its informative function. As in the case 

of other smaller editor’s offices at the Macedonian television (Roma and Serbian), the editor’s 

office does not produce sufficient informative programs to meet the needs of the Vlah 

community. Most often, the programs refer to the promotion of the culture and achievements of 

Vlahs in Republic of Macedonia. The editor’s office has only three staff and it is faced with the 

same problems about lack of technical resources and trainings as well as the other smaller 

editor’s offices at the Macedonian television. “Like for the Roma editor’s office, the main 

conclusion is that the public broadcaster completely neglected its obligation to meet the 

information needs of smaller ethnic communities, in which the Vlahs of Republic of Macedonia 

belong“.
29

  

Another problem is the fact that the program in Vlah language at the Macedonian 

television is broadcast in terms when it cannot be watched by the majority of the population. 

Furthermore, the problem is the inexistence of technical and human resources for translation of 

the contents in Macedonian language.  

For this community, in general, there is lack of reporting in the media, and therefore the 

learning about its culture and important events is prevented. “The Vlah community is integrated 

in the society, however, there is lack of representation of its culture in the media...I do not have 

comments about the manner of representation of this community in the media, because nothing is 

stated neither in positive nor in negative sense“.
30

   

                                                           
29

 Micevski I., Trpevska, S. and Trajkovska Z. (2013) Reporting in parallel worlds: The media of ethnic communities in 

Macedonia , Skopje: High school of journalism and public relations. 

 
30

 Quotation from the interview with Stojan Taskov, president of the League of Vlahs in Macedonia, realized on 5 

June 2013.  
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e. Мedia in Serbian language 

 

35.939 citizens declared themselves as Serbs at the 2002 census. Most of them live in 

Skopje (14298), then in Kumanovo (9.062), and in Cucer Sandevo, Skopje area (2.426). Just like 

the Vlah community, the Serbian community is informed about the domestic events primarily 

from the programs of the Macedonian television and Macedonian radio (2 hours a week)
31

.  

The editor’s office in Serbian language, as well as the other smaller editor’s offices of the 

public broadcaster, does not broadcast news, but only one magazine program (“Vidik“) which is 

broadcast on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Classical news is not broadcast, but only 

programs on different topics, for historic events or current cultural achievements of Serbs in 

Republic of Macedonia or the neighboring countries. Currently, the editor’s office has three 

staff, although in the past there was more staff. This editor’s office is also faced with many 

problems, just like the Roma, Vlah and Boshnjak – insufficient time for broadcasting program, 

lack of journalists and technical staff and resources, lack of trainings“. In fact, the editor’s office 

perceives itself as the cultural bridge between the Serbs in Republic of Macedonia and the native 

country, and as promoter of the Serbian cultural values and history... it seems that there is also 

lack of interest about the real problems of the Macedonian citizens with Serbian nationality...“
32

 

The representatives of the civil sector think that the magazine program “Vidik“ is largely 

covering the activities of the political party that participates in the Government. There is lack of 

investigative journalism, while the treatment of the topics that affect the Serbian community is 

noticed only by the correspondents of Serbian media in the country. The reason for absence of 

current topics that affect the Serbian community, is the lack of resources but also the inexistence 

of will among journalists and editors. The program (“Vidik“) does not treat any problems, there 

is no debate, and in educational sense it does not develop any perspectives or views about 

problems“.
33

  

The representative of the Serbian community in Republic of Macedonia believes that 

there are less and less journalists that seriously deal with culture. “Most communities preserve 

their identity through their culture. A community can make a superb cultural-artistic program, 

                                                           
31

 Only one local private radio (МХ from Ohrid) reported that it broadcasts also program in Serbian language. 

However, according to the statistics, there are almost no Serbs in Ohrid. 
32

 Ibidem. 
33

 Quotation from the interview with Milutin Stancic, president of the Cultural-information centre of Serbs in 

Republic of Macedonia “Spona“, realized on 5 June 2013.  
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but few of the media would report about that“.
34

 In general, the problem that one can notice is 

the disinterest shown in the media for the other, and this “shall be reflected in the years to 

come“.
35

 The recommendations from the Serbian community in Macedonia are that assistance 

should be provided to the communities to create their own programs. “If one speaks about a 

contemporary society that respects the minorities, one cannot neglect the media and the needs of 

the communities to be represented“.
36

  

  

f. Media in Boshnjak language 

 

 17.018 citizens declared as Boshnjaks at the 2002 census in Republic of Macedonia. 

Most of them live in Skopje and the surrounding area (10.689), then in Veles (2.406) and in 

Dolneni, Prilep (2.380). Programs in Boshnjak language are broadcast on the public broadcaster 

– i.e. Macedonian television and Macedonian radio (two hours a week), as well as on the two 

private televisions – TV „Еdo“ from Skopje and TV „Lazani“ from village Dolneni. According 

to the number of media, it seems that this community has more possibility to realize its linguistic 

and cultural rights in the media. However, when it comes to the quality of programs and the 

genre diversity, one cannot reach the same conclusion. 

Namely, the program in Boshnjak language within the public broadcaster is one of the 

youngest programs that were introduced in 2006. There are three employees and they face the 

same problems like the Serbian, Roma, Vlah community – irregular terms for reporting, lack of 

reporting on everyday basis, lack of technical resources and staff, less access to joint resources. 

One block of programs is broadcast (“Sehara“), on Tuesday and Thursday, and there is another 

term of half an hour during the weekend. The block of programs includes the broadcasting of 

few informative contents which mainly cover events from the world and from Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. There is little reporting about domestic events that refer to the Boshnjak 

community in Macedonia. Old programs are also broadcast. There have been occasions when 

journalists from this editor’s office have invested their own funds to cover the technical costs as 

an attempt to report about more significant developments.  

The problem that the interviewed representative from the non-governmental sector of the 

Boshnjak community stated is the fact that the program in Boshnjak language on the 

                                                           
34

 Quotation from the interview with Gordana Jovik - Stojkovska, president of the Serbian community in 

Macedonia.  
35

 Ibidem 
36

 Ibidem 
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Macedonian television is broadcast at times when it cannot be watched by the majority of the 

population. “There is no reporting about real problems and matters that affect the community, 

and quite often only music and old programs are broadcast. There is nothing related to current 

events“.
37

  

The representative of the Citizen association for projection, education and development 

of the culture of Boshnjaks in Macedonia – BEKA thinks that “in general, all editors’ offices in 

the framework of the available resources realistically cover the problems of the communities, 

thus being guided by the professional standards“.
38

 She believes that the public broadcaster has 

an exceptionally important role and it is a factor of cohesion in the society and also recommends 

that “in order to improve the working conditions, increase in the number of staff in the editor’s 

office, as well as changes in the time of broadcasting and introduction of evening programs are 

needed“.
39

  

On the other hand, in order to encourage the other media to report about this community, 

it is necessary that at the events organized by this community some prominent figures from the 

society should also be included in order to stimulate the interest.  

 

е. Rights of ethnic communities which are not mentioned in the Constitution 

 

20.993 citizens at the 2002 census declared themselves as members of other ethnic 

communities. There are no broadcasters that broadcast programs in the languages of any of the 

ethnic communities which are not mentioned in the Constitution
40

. No printed media are 

identified that publish genuine contents from Republic of Macedonia in any of the languages of 

these communities. 

Media rarely report about the ethnic communities which are not mentioned in the 

preamble of the Constitution or provide information that does not present a realistic picture about 

these ethnic communities. “There is great disproportion regarding the proportion in which the 

public broadcaster pays attention to the Albanian ethnic community in the same manner as for 

                                                           
37

 Quotation from the interview with Almira Papik, president of the association Sadrvan, realized on 6 June 2013 .  
38

 Quotation from the interview with Bisera Pepik, president of the association BEKA, realized on 10 September 

2013.  
39

 Ibidem 
40

 Exception is the Radio „МХ“ from Ohrid that reported that it has program in Croatian language, however, this 

primarily refers to music and not the spoken part of the program. 
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the other ethnic communities“.
41

 There is an opinion stated here that the public broadcaster is 

largely influenced by the parliamentary majority and that media become the arena for political 

turmoil. In addition, the media often report from an ethnocentric point of view and without 

presence of intercultural communication.  

 

 

Concluding observations and recommendations  

The awareness that media can raise about the development of the society and its cohesion 

is undisputable. This was verified by the statements of interviewed interlocutors as 

representatives of non-majority communities in Republic of Macedonia, as well as international 

experts and individuals who are active in this area.  

Accordingly, there is an indicated need to continue and intensify the dialogue about 

matters related to the reporting about the ethnic communities in the state. In this context, there is 

a recommendation for inclusion of more actors in the public dialogue, among which are the 

representatives of state institutions, civil sector, educational institutions, journalists, editors and 

management of the media, etc. The purpose of such discussions would be a continuous exchange 

of practices and elaboration of most important current matters related to the reporting about the 

non-majority communities in the state.   

There is a common conclusion that the media should in particular be used as space for 

exchange of information among the communities, as well as with the institutions, in order to 

easily identify the problems they face. At the same time, it would be necessary to establish 

regular and sustainable communication with the civil sector. The cooperation would refer to 

provision of regular and timely information which is relevant for different ethnic communities, 

as well as inclusion in joint projects and programs aimed towards improvement of the 

intercultural dialogue and affirmation of the diversity in the media. There is need for enhanced 

networking and exchange of information among the media of ethnic communities, the civil 

sector and the “mainstream’ media. The civil sector would like to make contribution to the 

more professional and objective reporting about different ethnic communities through receiving 

financial support for elaboration of specific topics that affect the communities, in order to attract 

the attention of media.  

                                                           
41

 Quotation from the interview with Rubin Zemon, secretary general of the Union of Balkan Egyptians, realized on 

5 June 2013.  
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One can also note the lack of adequate education for the journalists, in particular in the 

sphere of intercultural communication and reporting about diversities. The assistance and 

upgrade in this sphere could also be provided by the educational institutions that dispose of 

resources and expertise about these topics. Besides the formal education and the connections 

with the high-education institutions, in the context of overcoming this problem, cooperation can 

also be established with the civil sector regarding the education in this sphere. The editor’s 

offices can also establish teams of trainers for professional reporting on diversities by using the 

so-called mentorship system.   

It would be necessary that editor’s offices also establish the framework for respecting 

the standards of professional reporting, which shall include the ethical standards for 

respecting the inclusion and social cohesion. This can be regulated through adoption of codes of 

ethics and self-regulation mechanisms in the editor’s offices or as type of 

principles/declarations/instructions on reporting about diversities. These documents would 

also contain the instructions about avoidance of hate speech, supported by adequate examples 

from the country and abroad. The drafting of these documents can also imply the establishment 

of cooperation with citizen associations, associations, and partners from the educational sector in 

the country and abroad, which would enable continuous exchange of knowledge and raising the 

awareness in this context.  

On the other hand, it would be also functional if internal (or external) structures are 

established that would consist of journalists, editors, representatives from the civil sector, as well 

as owners that would observe the quality of reporting about diversities and would encourage 

the use of best practices. Accordingly, that would raise the quality of reporting about diversities 

in the editor’s offices. At the same time, that would also enable the strengthening of the 

cooperation among the different actors and contribution towards the strengthening of the 

intercultural dialogue. In particular, such observation would be significant under circumstances 

when the reporting is done about sensitive issues or issues which may cause tensions among the 

citizens.  

Also, the practice of joint production of programs among the journalists from the 

majority and non-majority communities in the country has also proven as functional. Such 

need was also confirmed throughout the interviews with the representatives of the civil sector 

and the experts on these matters both on national and international level. The civil sector, also 

recommended that a program is created that would be broadcast once a month on the 
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Macedonian television or the Macedonian radio, аnd would also refer to the representation of 

different communities in the state, for the purpose of better learning about each other. One good 

example is the program “Prizma“ on the Croatian television.   

The establishment of cooperation with the media in the country and abroad regarding 

the initiatives connected with the intercultural dialogue and diversities and due to exchange of 

best practices and preparation of instructions would also be in the function of creating positive 

changes in the editor’s offices. In this context, it would be useful if the media themselves create 

base of programs/initiatives/projects in the field of improving the reporting on diversities 

and intercultural dialogue. This can also include the support for and realization of initiatives to 

improve the literacy and awareness with regard to the media reporting about the ethnic 

communities.   

The use of new social media enables an accelerated exchange of information and fast 

identification of topics that deserve to be thoroughly elaborated by the editor’s offices. The 

establishment of close “link “with the citizens regarding the collection of such information, also 

enables the development of the media. Furthermore, the regular updating of the website of the 

Macedonian radio television is also recommended.   

The editors’ offices can also use the new formats and techniques for subtitles and 

multilingual versions of the programs, in order to enable that the contents are followed by 

bigger number of citizens in the country. In most of the countries in Europe, the practices of 

“multilinguistic” approach are used for certain programs in the national media. The participants 

of the Participatory forum, organized by the Agency for Community Rights Realization on 20 

June, also indicated the need for еffective and systematized maintenance of the archive of 

broadcast and recorded materials at МRTV.   

Also, it is recommended that the time for broadcasting the programs in the languages 

of the non-majority ethnic communities should be shifted to the late afternoon hours, which 

would ensure bigger audience.  

It is also necessary to single out the funds for enhanced promotion of the programs in 

the languages of different ethnic communities in the Macedonian radio television, in order to 

inform the general public about their existence. In general, there is need for precise overview of 

the financial means, technical and human resources that editor’s offices in the languages of 

the ethnic communities dispose of, so as to better plan the realization of the program.   
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It would be a good practice if the commercial media initiate programs about the 

different ethnic communities, and provide the translation, respectively.  

The creation of fund for media awards about media that report about professionally 

elaborated stories related to diversities and intercultural dialogue would enable the support for 

the professional work in this area and raising the standards of journalistic reporting.  

The creation of programs and possibilities for internship and volunteer work for 

graduated and current students of journalism in the last years of their studies from different 

ethnic background in the media would be another useful practice for affirmation of diversities.   

 

 


